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(57) ABSTRACT 
In a method of processing a semiconductor substrate, a 
source gas is primarily excited into a ?rst plasma state 
having a ?rst energy. The primarily excited source gas is 
provided to a process chamber. The excited source gas in the 
process chamber is secondarily excited into a second plasma 
state having a second energy higher than the ?rst energy. The 
secondarily excited source gas contacts a semiconductor 
substrate to process the semiconductor substrate. 
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FIG. 1 
(PRIOR ART) 
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FIG. 10 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PROCESSING A 
SEMICONDUCTOR SUBSTRATE 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

[0001] This application claims priority under 35 USC § 
119 to Korean Patent Application No. 2004-44265, ?led on 
Jun. 16, 2004, the contents of Which are herein incorporated 
by reference in their entirety. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0003] The present invention relates to a method and an 
apparatus to process a semiconductor substrate. Embodi 
ments of the present invention relate to a method of pro 
cessing a semiconductor substrate using a source gas excited 
in plasma state and an apparatus to process a semiconductor 
substrate using a source gas excited in plasma state. 

[0004] 2. Description of the Related Arts 

[0005] Generally, a semiconductor device may be manu 
factured by, for example, forming layers, patterns, and metal 
Wiring. To form a highly integrated, high capacity semicon 
ductor device, plasma energy states have been employed. 

[0006] Generally, plasma is a phase of matter in Which 
electrons, ions and neutrons coexist With an overall electri 
cally neutral polarity. A source gas excited to a plasma state 
has a high reactivity supporting precise semiconductor sub 
strate processing. To form a semiconductor structure of 
minute pattern or a high aspect ratio, a source gas excited to 
a plasma state has been used. 

[0007] FIG. 1 (Prior Art) is a cross sectional vieW illus 
trating a conventional apparatus for processing a semicon 
ductor substrate using plasma. 

[0008] Referring to FIG. 1, a conventional apparatus 10 
includes a process chamber 20, a chuck 32, a heater 34, a 
shoWerhead 40, a ?rst gas supply line 52, a second gas 
supply line 54 and a high frequency poWer supply 60. 

[0009] Process chamber 20 provides a space to receive a 
semiconductor substrate W for processing. Chuck 32 is 
located in process chamber 20 to support semiconductor 
substrate W. Heater 34 is built into chuck 32 to heat 
semiconductor substrate W. ShoWerhead 40 resides over 
semiconductor substrate W as positioned on chuck 32. 

[0010] First and second gas supply lines 52 and 54, 
respectively, connect to shoWerhead 40. Asource gas enters 
process chamber 20 via shoWerhead 40. 

[0011] PoWer supply 60 provides high frequency poWer to 
shoWerhead 40 and thereby creates an electric ?eld having 
a high potential difference Within process chamber 20. The 
source gas, exposed to this electric ?eld, becomes an excited 
source gas in a plasma state. 

[0012] As described above, electrons, ions and neutrons 
coexist in the source gas When in a plasma state. The 
electrons in the source gas break molecular bindings of other 
source gases to excite other source gases into plasma state. 
As a result, process chamber 20 is ?lled With source gases 
excited into the plasma state. Molecules in the source gas, as 
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excited into the plasma state, react With each other to form 
a layer on semiconductor substrate W. 

[0013] Another conventional apparatus used to process a 
semiconductor substrate includes the above-mentioned con 
ventional apparatus 10 and, further, a remote plasma gen 
erator. The remote plasma generator excites a source gas into 
plasma state. ShoWerhead 40 and high frequency poWer 
supply 60 excite a cleaning gas into plasma state. Thus, tWo 
conventional apparatuses have substantially similar ele 
ments except for a remote plasma generator. 

[0014] To illustrate by example, a conventional method of 
forming a titanium nitride layer using conventional appara 
tus 10 is described. 

[0015] A TiCl4 gas is provided to the process chamber 20 
through ?rst gas supply line 52. An NH4 gas enters process 
chamber 20 through second gas supply line 54. The TiCl4 
gas and NH4 gas, being exposed to the high potential electric 
?eld Within chamber 20, achieve an excited plasma state. 
The TiCl4 gas and NH4 gas in the excited plasma state react 
to form a titanium nitride layer on semiconductor substrate 
W and, as a byproduct, generate an HCl4 gas. In this method, 
process chamber 20 and semiconductor substrate W therein 
reach a temperature of no less than about 600° C. 

[0016] This conventional method using plasma states uses 
signi?cantly high reaction energies of the source gases as 
excited in the plasma state and signi?cantly high thermal 
energies for successful processing. Unfortunately, under 
such high thermal energies desirable characteristics of a 
semiconductor device may deteriorate. When thermal ener 
gies are loW, hoWever, abnormal phases may be generated in 
the semiconductor device. For example, When the tempera 
ture of the deposition process is loWered the reaction ratio 
betWeen the TiCl4 gas and NH4 gas undesirably reduces and 
larger amounts of chlorine molecules remain in the titanium 
nitride layer. This can cause corrosion of the titanium nitride 
layer and increase its resistance. As poWer from high fre 
quency poWer supply 60 increases to increase reaction 
energies betWeen the TiCl4 gas and NH4 gas, hoWever, the 
reaction ratio betWeen the TiCl4 gas and NH4 gas may not be 
increased to a desired level. Furthermore, an increase of 
poWer can cause undesirable etching of the titanium nitride 
layer. 

[0017] Accordingly, loWering process temperature has 
been a desirable goal in manufacture of highly integrated, 
high capacity semiconductor devices. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0018] Embodiments of the present invention provide a 
method of processing and an apparatus to process a semi 
conductor substrate With high ef?ciency yet at a relatively 
loWer processing temperature. 

[0019] In a method of processing a semiconductor sub 
strate in accordance With one embodiment of the present 
invention, a source gas is primarily excited into a ?rst 
plasma state having a ?rst energy. The primarily excited 
source gas enters a process chamber. The excited source gas 
in the process chamber is secondarily excited into a second 
plasma state having a second energy higher than the ?rst 
energy. The secondarily excited source gas is applied to a 
semiconductor substrate to process the semiconductor sub 
strate. 
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[0020] In a method of processing a semiconductor sub 
strate in accordance With another embodiment of the present 
invention, a ?rst source gas is primarily excited into a ?rst 
plasma state having a ?rst energy. The primarily excited ?rst 
source gas enters a process chamber. The primarily excited 
?rst source gas in the process chamber is secondarily excited 
into a second plasma state having a second energy higher 
than the ?rst energy. The secondarily excited ?rst source gas 
is applied to a semiconductor substrate to primarily process 
the semiconductor substrate. A second source gas is prima 
rily excited into a third plasma state having a third energy. 
The primarily excited second source gas enters the process 
chamber. The primarily excited second source gas in the 
process chamber is secondarily excited into a fourth plasma 
state having a fourth energy higher than the third energy. The 
secondarily excited second source gas is applied to the 
semiconductor substrate to secondarily process the semicon 
ductor substrate. 

[0021] In a method of processing a semiconductor sub 
strate in accordance With still another embodiment of the 
present invention, a ?rst source gas is primarily excited into 
a ?rst plasma state having a ?rst energy. The primarily 
excited ?rst source gas enters a process chamber. The 
primarily excited ?rst source gas in the process chamber is 
secondarily excited into a second plasma state having a 
second energy higher than the ?rst energy. The secondarily 
excited ?rst source gas is applied to a semiconductor sub 
strate to primarily process the semiconductor substrate. A 
second source gas enters the process chamber. The second 
source gas is excited into a third plasma state having a third 
energy loWer than the second energy. The excited second 
source gas is applied to the semiconductor substrate to 
secondarily process the semiconductor substrate. 

[0022] In a method of processing a semiconductor sub 
strate in accordance With still another embodiment of the 
present invention, a ?rst source gas enters a process cham 
ber. The ?rst source gas in the process chamber is excited 
into a ?rst plasma state having a ?rst energy. The excited 
?rst source gas is applied to a semiconductor substrate to 
primarily process the semiconductor substrate. A second 
source gas is primarily excited into a second plasma state 
having a second energy. The primarily excited second source 
gas enters the process chamber. The primarily excited sec 
ond source gas in the process chamber is secondarily excited 
into a third plasma state having a third energy higher than the 
second energy. The secondarily excited second source gas is 
applied to the semiconductor substrate to secondarily pro 
cess the semiconductor substrate. 

[0023] An apparatus for processing a semiconductor sub 
strate in accordance With another embodiment of the present 
invention includes a process chamber to receive therein a 
semiconductor substrate. A source gas-supplying unit pro 
vides a source gas to the process chamber. Aremote plasma 
generating unit resides betWeen the source gas-supplying 
unit and the process chamber to excite the source gas into a 
?rst plasma state having a ?rst energy. A direct plasma 
generating unit resides Within the process chamber to further 
excite the excited source gas into a second plasma state 
having a second energy higher than the ?rst energy. 

[0024] According to certain embodiments of the present 
invention, source gas excitation into the plasma state sup 
ports precise semiconductor processing at a loW tempera 
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ture. Thus, semiconductor-processing ef?ciency remarkably 
improves and failure ratios in subsequent processes attenu 
ate. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0025] The foregoing and other objects, features and 
advantages of embodiments the invention Will be apparent 
from the more particular description of preferred aspects of 
embodiments of the invention, as illustrated in the accom 
panying draWings in Which like reference characters refer to 
the like parts throughout the different vieWs. The draWings 
are not necessarily to scale, With an emphasis instead upon 
illustrating principles of embodiments of the invention. In 
the draWings, the thicknesses of layers are exaggerated for 
clarity. 
[0026] FIG. 1 is a cross sectional vieW illustrating a 
conventional apparatus for processing a semiconductor sub 
strate using plasma. 

[0027] FIG. 2 is a schematic cross sectional vieW illus 
trating an apparatus to process a semiconductor substrate in 
accordance With a ?rst embodiment of the present invention. 

[0028] FIG. 3 is a timing chart illustrating a method of 
processing a semiconductor substrate using the apparatus in 
FIG. 2. 

[0029] FIG. 4 is a schematic cross sectional vieW illus 
trating an apparatus to process a semiconductor substrate in 
accordance With a second embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 

[0030] FIG. 5 is a timing chart illustrating a method of 
processing a semiconductor substrate using the apparatus in 
FIG. 4. 

[0031] FIG. 6 is a schematic cross sectional vieW illus 
trating an apparatus to process a semiconductor substrate in 
accordance With a third embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 

[0032] FIG. 7 is a timing chart illustrating a method of 
processing a semiconductor substrate using the apparatus in 
FIG. 6. 

[0033] FIG. 8 is a How chart illustrating a method of 
processing a semiconductor substrate in accordance With a 
fourth embodiment of the present invention. 

[0034] FIG. 9 is a How chart illustrating a method of 
processing a semiconductor substrate in accordance With a 
?fth embodiment of the present invention. 

[0035] FIG. 10 is a How chart illustrating a method of 
processing a semiconductor substrate in accordance With a 
sixth embodiment of the present invention. 

[0036] FIG. 11 is a How chart illustrating a method of 
processing a semiconductor substrate in accordance With a 
seventh embodiment of the present invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS 

[0037] Embodiments of the present invention noW Will be 
described more fully With reference to the accompanying 
draWings. As used herein, it Will be understood that When a 
?rst element, e.g., a layer, a source, a region or a substrate, 
is referred to as being “on”, “onto”, “applied to”, or “con 
tacts” in relation to a second element, the ?rst element can 
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be directly on, onto, applied, or contacting the second 
element or intervening elements therebetWeen may also be 
present. 

Embodiment 1 

[0038] FIG. 2 is a schematic cross sectional vieW illus 
trating an apparatus to process a semiconductor substrate in 
accordance With a ?rst embodiment of the present invention. 

[0039] In FIG. 2, an apparatus 100 in accordance With the 
present embodiment includes a process chamber 110, a 
chuck 120, a heater 130, a source-supplying unit 140, a 
direct plasma-generating unit 150, a remote plasma-gener 
ating unit 160 and a vacuum unit 170. In process, direct 
plasma-generating unit 150 and remote plasma-generating 
unit 160 operate in serially linked fashion. 

[0040] Apparatus 100 may include a batch type chamber 
or single-substrate type chamber. In the present illustration, 
apparatus 100 includes a single type process chamber 110 
but as Will be understood and appreciated by those skilled in 
the art a batch type chamber can be substituted therefor. 

[0041] Process chamber 110 may have a cylindrical shape 
and establish a processing space therein to receive a semi 
conductor substrate W. Chuck 120 supports semiconductor 
substrate W as positioned in the processing space. Heater 
130 heats semiconductor substrate W and may be provided 
integrally relative to chuck 120. Additionally, a plurality of 
halogen lamps (not shown) may be provided, e.g., on an 
inner Wall of process chamber 110, to heat process chamber 
110. 

[0042] An exhaust line 112 at one end of the inner Wall of 
process chamber 110 connects to vacuum unit 170 by Way 
of exhaust line 112. Vacuum unit 170 exhausts byproducts 
and non-reacted gases generated Within camber 110 While 
processing semiconductor substrate W. 

[0043] Direct plasma-generating unit 150 mounts at an 
upper face of process chamber 110 and includes a shoWer 
head 152 and a radio frequency (RF) poWer source 154. 
ShoWerhead 152 lies opposite semiconductor substrate W 
When upon chuck 120. RF poWer source 154 couples to 
shoWerhead 152. 

[0044] Source-supplying unit 140 provides source gas to 
process chamber 110 at shoWerhead 152. Source-supplying 
unit 140 includes a ?rst source tank 141, a second source 
tank 142 and a source-supplying line 144. As may be 
appreciated, source-supplying unit 140 may include addi 
tional source tanks as employed in a particular semiconduc 
tor processing application. 

[0045] Source-supplying line 144 extends from shoWer 
head 152 and couples to remote plasma-generating unit 160. 
Source-supplying line 144, extending upstream from remote 
plasma-generating unit 160, diverges into a ?rst diverged 
line 146 and a second diverged line 147. Alternatively, e.g., 
When source-supplying unit 140 includes additional source 
tanks, source-supplying line 144 may diverge into additional 
diverged lines, e.g., each corresponding to one source tank. 

[0046] First diverged line 146 connects to ?rst source tank 
141. Second diverged line 147 connects to second source 
tank 142. Mass ?oW controllers 149 lie in series along ?rst 
and second diverged lines 146 and 147, respectively. 
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[0047] Remote plasma-generating unit 160 includes a 
remote plasma-generating tube 162 and a microWave gen 
erator 164 With tube 162 located betWeen ?rst source 
supplying line 144 and ?rst and second diverged lines 146 
and 147. MicroWave generator 164 connects to remote 
plasma-generating tube 162. 

[0048] A utility tank 180 supplies a purge or cleaning gas 
to process chamber 110 by connection to shoWerhead 152. 
Examples of the purge or cleaning gas include, but are not 
limited to, an inert gas, a hydrogen gas, and the like. Utility 
tank 180 connects to shoWerhead 152 through a utility line 
182. An additional mass ?oW controller 149 lies along utility 
line 182. Alternatively, utility tank 180 may connect to 
shoWerhead 152 by Way of source-supplying line 144. 

[0049] A main controller (not shoWn) controls each mass 
?oW controller 149. Persons skilled in the art are familiar 
With operation of such a main controller and further discus 
sion thereof is omitted. 

[0050] Different sources for processing semiconductor 
substrate W reside in ?rst and second source tanks 141 and 
142, respectively. In particular, a ?rst source resides in ?rst 
source tank 141 and a second source in second source tank 

142. The ?rst and second sources may be held in solid, liquid 
or gaseous states, but desirably discharged from ?rst and 
second source tanks 141 and 142, respectively, in a gaseous 
state. 

[0051] As described above, phases of the ?rst and second 
sources may vary diversely in operation of apparatus 100 
and persons skilled in the art Will readily understand accept 
able the phases of the ?rst and second sources from the 
folloWing illustrations Without limiting implementation to 
particular examples shoWn herein. 

[0052] The ?rst and second sources may be diversely 
selected in processing semiconductor substrate W. For 
example, to form a silicon oxide layer on semiconductor 
substrate W, a silane (SiH4) gas serves as the ?rst source and 
an oxygen (O2) gas serves as the second source. To form a 
titanium layer on semiconductor substrate W, a TiCl4 gas 
serves as the ?rst gas and a hydrogen (H2) gas serves as the 
second source. Also, to form a titanium nitride layer on the 
semiconductor substrate W, a TiCl4 gas serves as the ?rst gas 
and an NH4 gas serves as the second source. 

[0053] Other processes applicable semiconductor sub 
strate W under embodiments of the present invention include 
but are not limited to a deposition process, an etching 
process, a photolithography process, a polishing process, 
and the like. Accordingly, ?rst and second sources may be 
selected from a broad variety of materials accordingly to 
particular applications and processes as Will be appreciated 
and understood by those skilled in the art, and in accordance 
With the variety of processes as disclosed in many knoWn 
and available publications 

[0054] FIG. 3 is a timing chart illustrating a method of 
processing a semiconductor substrate using the apparatus of 
FIG. 2. 

[0055] In FIGS. 2 and 3, to form a titanium layer on 
semiconductor substrate W, for example, TiCl4 gas serves as 
the ?rst source and hydrogen gas serves as the second 
source. 
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[0056] The TiCl4 gas originates from ?rst source tank 141 
and ?oWs to remote plasma-generating tube 162 through 
mass ?oW controller 149. Microwave generator 164 applies 
microWave energy, e.g., of about 2 kW to about 2.8 kW at 
a frequency of about 0.05 GHZ to about 2.45 GHZ, to remote 
plasma-generating tube 162 to generate a ?rst electric ?eld 
With high potential difference in remote plasma-generating 
tube 162. The ?rst electric ?eld thereby excites the TiCl4 gas 
into a ?rst plasma state having a ?rst energy. 

[0057] The TiCl4 gas having the ?rst energy ?oWs from 
remote plasma-generating tube 162 to shoWerhead 152 
through source-supplying line 144. RF poWer source 154 
applies RF energy, e.g., of about 50 W to about 2,000 W at 
a frequency of about 0.05 MHZ to about 13.56 MHZ, to 
shoWerhead 152 to generate a second electric ?eld having a 
high potential difference in shoWerhead 152. The second 
electric ?eld excites the TiCl4 gas, already at the ?rst energy, 
into a second plasma state having a second energy higher 
than the ?rst energy. The TiCl4 gas is thereby tWice excited 
upon reaching the second energy. 

[0058] The TiCl4 gas, at the second energy, contacts for a 
time T1 semiconductor substrate W. Heater 130 heats semi 
conductor substrate W at a temperature of beloW about 600° 
C. Conventionally, When semiconductor substrate W is 
heated at a temperature of no less than about 600° C., a layer 
on semiconductor substrate W is deteriorated due to the high 
thermal energy. The deteriorated layer may be deformed in 
a folloWing process. 

[0059] Preferably, semiconductor substrate W has a loWer 
temperature. HoWever, When processing semiconductor sub 
strate W at a temperature of beloW about 150° C., a reaction 
ratio of the TiCl4 gas may undesirably decrease. Accord 
ingly, processing semiconductor substrate W at a tempera 
ture of about 150° C. to about 550° C., more preferably 
about 200° C. to about 500° C., has been found desirable. 
Those skilled in the art Will appreciate suitable selection of 
a processing temperature for semiconductor substrate W in 
relation to the energy of the TiCl4 gas. 

[0060] Heater 130 heats the surroundings of semiconduc 
tor substrate W as Well as semiconductor substrate W. 
Although illustrations of embodiments of the present inven 
tion focus on the temperature of semiconductor substrate W, 
it Will be appreciated by persons skilled in the art that an 
inside temperature of process chamber 110 may be substan 
tially similar to that of semiconductor substrate W. 

[0061] Heated TiCl4 gas, having the second energy, is 
applied to a surface of semiconductor substrate W to absorb 
TiCL;(x=1 to 4) on semiconductor substrate W. Vacuum unit 
170 exhausts for a time T2 a non-reacted TiCl4 gas and 
byproducts from process chamber 110. 

[0062] Hydrogen gas ?oWs from second source tank 142 
to remote plasma-generating tube 162 through mass ?oW 
controller 149. MicroWave generator 164 applies a micro 
Wave energy, e.g., of about 2 kW to about 2.8 kW at a 
frequency of about 0.05 GHZ to about 2.45 GHZ, to remote 
plasma-generating tube 162 to generate a third electric ?eld 
With a high potential difference in remote plasma-generating 
tube 162. The hydrogen gas is exposed to the third electric 
?eld and thereby excited into a third plasma state having a 
third energy. The third energy may be substantially similar 
to or different from the ?rst energy. Also, in the present 
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embodiment, the third energy is not necessarily related in 
sequence or magnitude to the ?rst energy. 

[0063] The hydrogen gas, having the third energy, ?oWs 
from remote plasma-generating tube 162 to shoWerhead 152 
through source-supplying line 144. RF poWer source 154 
applies an RF energy, e.g., of about 50 W to about 2,000 W 
at a frequency of about 0.05 MHZ to about 13.56 MHZ, to 
shoWerhead 152, thereby generating a fourth electric ?eld 
having a high potential difference in shoWerhead 152. The 
hydrogen gas, having the third energy, is exposed to the 
fourth electric ?eld and excited therefrom into a fourth 
plasma state having a fourth energy higher than the third 
energy. In other Words, the hydrogen gas is tWice excited 
upon reaching the fourth energy. Here, the fourth energy is 
not necessarily related in sequence or magnitude relative to 
the second energy. 

[0064] The hydrogen gas, having the fourth energy, con 
tacts for a time T3 semiconductor substrate W. Heater 130 
heats semiconductor substrate W at a temperature of beloW 
about 600° C. When semiconductor substrate W is heated at 
a temperature of no less than about 600° C., a layer on 
semiconductor substrate W is deteriorated due to the high 
thermal energy. Semiconductor substrate W is heated pref 
erably at a temperature of about 150° C. to about 550° C., 
more preferably about 200° C. to about 500° C. A suitable 
temperature of semiconductor substrate W Will be under 
stood by persons skilled in the art in accordance With the 
energy of the hydrogen gas. 

[0065] The heated hydrogen gas having the fourth energy 
reacts With TiClx (x=1 to 4) to generate an HCl gas. As a 
result, a titanium layer is formed on semiconductor substrate 
W. Vacuum unit 170 exhausts for a time T4 any non-reacted 
TiCl4 gas and byproducts from process chamber 110. 
[0066] The process performed from time T1 to T4 corre 
sponds to one cycle. When such cycle repeats a selected 
number of iterations, the thickness of the resulting titanium 
layer is precisely established in units of atomic layer. 
[0067] Conventionally, a deposition process using plasma 
may be carried out at a temperature of no less than about 
600° C. The temperature of semiconductor substrate W 
corresponds to a processing temperature at Which deposition 
occurs. Accordingly, the temperature of semiconductor sub 
strate W has great in?uence on characteristics of a layer so 
deposited. 
[0068] According to the present embodiment, hoWever, 
the temperature of semiconductor substrate W can be Well 
beloW about 600° C. The potential reduction of reaction ratio 
betWeen the sources, e.g., due to the decrease in temperature 
of semiconductor substrate W, may be compensated by 
increased of energies of the ?rst and second sources. 

[0069] Although a titanium layer formed by an atomic 
layer deposition (ALD) process is illustrated an a example 
embodiment of the present invention, persons skilled in the 
art Will readily appreciate application of various embodi 
ments of the present invention to, for example, an etching 
process, a photolithography process, a polishing process, 
and the like. 

Embodiment 2 

[0070] FIG. 4 is a schematic cross sectional vieW illus 
trating an apparatus for processing a semiconductor sub 
strate in accordance With a second embodiment of the 
present invention. 
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[0071] In FIG. 4, apparatus 200 includes architecture and 
particular elements similar to those of apparatus 100, but 
With a modi?ed remote plasma-generating unit. FIG. 4 
includes similar reference numerals referring to such similar 
elements and further discussion of such similar elements is 
omitted. 

[0072] In FIG. 4, an apparatus 200 in accordance With the 
present embodiment includes a process chamber 110, a 
chuck 120, a heater 130, a source-supplying unit 140, a 
direct plasma-generating unit 150, a remote plasma-gener 
ating unit 260 and a vacuum unit 170. In operation, e.g., 
during substrate W processing, direct plasma-generating 
unit 150 and remote plasma-generating unit 260 couple in 
serially linked fashion. 

[0073] A source-supplying line 244 extending upstream 
from shoWerhead 152 diverges into a ?rst diverged line 246 
and a second diverged line 247. First diverged line 246 
connects to ?rst source tank 141. Second diverged line 247 
connects to second source tank 142. Mass ?oW controllers 
149 each lie along ?rst and second diverged lines 246 and 
247, respectively. 

[0074] Remote plasma-generating unit 260 operates 
betWeen ?rst source tank 141 and shoWerhead 152. Remote 
plasma-generating unit 260 includes a remote plasma-gen 
erating tube 262 and a microWave generator 264. Remote 
plasma-generating tube 262 mounts along on ?rst diverged 
line 246. MicroWave generator 264 couples to remote 
plasma-generating tube 262. 

[0075] In this particular embodiment, remote plasma-gen 
erating unit 260 applies to only ?rst diverged line 246 and 
excites only the ?rst source into a plasma state. Thus, remote 
plasma-generating unit 260 of this particular embodiment 
may have a scale and volume less than that of remote 
plasma-generating unit 160 in Embodiment 1. 

[0076] FIG. 5 is a timing chart illustrating a method of 
processing a semiconductor substrate W using the apparatus 
of FIG. 4. 

[0077] In FIGS. 4 and 5, a ?rst source originates in ?rst 
source tank 141 and ?oWs to remote plasma-generating tube 
262 by Way of mass ?oW controller 149. MicroWave gen 
erator 264 applies microWave energy to remote plasma 
generating tube 262 and generates a ?rst electric ?eld having 
a high potential difference in remote plasma-generating tube 
262. The ?rst electric ?eld excites the ?rst source into a ?rst 
plasma state having a ?rst energy. 

[0078] The ?rst source, having the ?rst energy, ?oWs from 
remote plasma-generating tube 262 to shoWerhead 152 
through source-supplying line 244. RF poWer source 154 
applies RF energy to shoWerhead 152 and generates a 
second electric ?eld having a high potential difference in 
shoWerhead 152. The ?rst source, having the ?rst energy but 
exposed to the second electric ?eld, becomes excited into a 
second plasma state having a second energy higher than the 
?rst energy. 

[0079] The ?rst source, having the second energy, applies 
for a time T1 to semiconductor substrate W. Heater 130 heats 
semiconductor substrate W at a temperature of beloW about 
600° C. Process temperature selection of semiconductor 
substrate W is illustrated and described in Embodiment 1 
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and any further illustrations and discussion With respect to 
temperature of semiconductor substrate W are omitted. 

[0080] The heated ?rst source, having the second energy, 
contacts a surface of the semiconductor substrate W and 
atoms in the ?rst source absorb onto semiconductor sub 
strate W. Vacuum unit 170 exhausts for a time T2 any 
non-reacted ?rst source and byproducts from process cham 
ber 110. 

[0081] The second source ?oWs from second source tank 
142 to shoWerhead 152 through source-supplying line 244. 
RF poWer source 154 applies RF energy to shoWerhead 152 
and generates a third electric ?eld having a high potential 
difference in shoWerhead 152. The second source, having 
the second energy and exposed to the third electric ?eld, 
moves to a third plasma state having a third energy loWer 
than the second energy. Thus, the ?rst source is tWice excited 
into the second plasma state While the second source is once 
excited into the third plasma state. As a result, the third 
energy of the second source may be loWer than the second 
energy of the ?rst source. 

[0082] The second source, having the third energy, con 
tacts for a time T3 the semiconductor substrate. Heater 130 
heats semiconductor substrate W at a temperature of beloW 
about 600° C. The temperature of semiconductor substrate 
W is illustrated and discussed in Embodiment 1 and any 
further illustrations or discussions thereof are omitted. 

[0083] The heated second source, having the third energy, 
reacts With atoms of the ?rst source and forms a layer on 
semiconductor substrate W. Vacuum unit 170 exhausts for a 
time T4 any non-reacted second source and byproducts from 
process chamber 110. 

[0084] According to the present embodiment, the ?rst 
source is tWice excited and the second source is once 
excited. Accordingly, the remote plasma-generating unit 
may have a relatively reduced scale and a volume compared 
to that in Embodiment 1. Furthermore, the increased energy 
of the ?rst source alleviates potential reduction of the 
reaction ratio betWeen the sources, e.g., reduction due to 
decrease of the temperature of semiconductor substrate W. 
As a result, apparatus 200 of the present embodiment enjoys 
improved ef?ciency in semiconductor substrate processing. 

Embodiment 3 

[0085] FIG. 6 is a schematic cross sectional vieW illus 
trating an apparatus for processing a semiconductor sub 
strate in accordance With a third embodiment of the present 
invention. 

[0086] An apparatus 300 in accordance With the present 
embodiment includes elements substantially similar to those 
of apparatus 100 in Embodiment 1 except for a modi?ed 
remote plasma-generating unit. Thus, similar reference 
numerals refer to similar elements and any further discus 
sion of such similar elements Will be omitted. 

[0087] In FIG. 6, apparatus 300 in accordance With the 
present embodiment includes a process chamber 110, a 
chuck 120, a heater 130, a source-supplying unit 140, a 
direct plasma-generating unit 150, a remote plasma-gener 
ating unit 360 and a vacuum unit 170. In operation, e.g., 
during substrate W processing, direct plasma-generating 
unit 150 and remote plasma-generating unit 360 couple in 
serially linked fashion. 
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[0088] A source-supplying line 344 extends from shoW 
erhead 152 and diverges into a ?rst diverged line 346 and a 
second diverged line 347. First diverged line 346 connects to 
?rst source tank 141. Second diverged line 347 connects to 
second source tank 142. Mass ?oW controllers 149 reside 
each along ?rst and second diverged lines 346 and 347, 
respectively. 

[0089] Remote plasma-generating unit 360 operates 
betWeen second source tank 142 and shoWerhead 152. 
Remote plasma-generating unit 360 includes a remote 
plasma-generating tube 362 and a microWave generator 364. 
Remote plasma-generating tube 362 mounts along second 
diverged line 347. MicroWave generator 364 couples to 
remote plasma-generating tube 362. 

[0090] In the present embodiment, remote plasma-gener 
ating unit 360, as coupled only to second diverged line 347, 
excites only the second source into a plasma state. Accord 
ingly, remote plasma-generating unit 360 of the present 
embodiment may have a scale and volume less than that of 
remote plasma-generating unit 160 of Embodiment 1. 

[0091] FIG. 7 is a timing chart illustrating a method of 
processing a semiconductor substrate using the apparatus in 
FIG. 6. 

[0092] In FIGS. 6 and 7, a ?rst source ?oWs from ?rst 
source tank 141 to shoWerhead 152 by Way of mass ?oW 
controller 149. RF poWer source 154 applies RF energy to 
shoWerhead 152 and generates a ?rst electric ?eld having a 
high potential difference in shoWerhead 152. The ?rst elec 
tric ?eld excites the ?rst source into a ?rst plasma state 
having a ?rst energy. 

[0093] The ?rst source, having the ?rst energy, contacts 
for a time T1 semiconductor substrate W. Heater 130 heats 
semiconductor substrate W at a temperature of beloW about 
600° C. The temperature of semiconductor substrate W is 
illustrated and discussed in relation to Embodiment 1 and 
any further illustrations and discussion With respect to the 
temperature of semiconductor substrate W are omitted. 

[0094] The ?rst source, having the ?rst energy, contacts a 
surface of semiconductor substrate W and atoms in the ?rst 
source absorb onto semiconductor substrate W. Vacuum unit 
170 exhausts for a time T2 any non-reacted ?rst source and 
byproducts from process chamber 110. 

[0095] The second source ?oWs from second source tank 
142 to remote plasma-generating tube 362. MicroWave 
generator 364 applies microWave energy to remote plasma 
generating tube 362 and generates a second electric ?eld 
having a high potential difference in remote plasma-gener 
ating tube 362. The second source, being exposed to the 
second electric ?eld, achieves a second plasma state having 
a second energy higher than the ?rst energy therefor. 

[0096] The second source, at the second energy, ?oWs 
from remote plasma-generating tube 362 to shoWerhead 152 
through source-supplying line 344. RF poWer source 154 
applies RF energy to shoWerhead 152 and generates a third 
electric ?eld having a high potential difference in shoWer 
head 152. The second source, having the second energy and 
exposed to the third electric ?eld, reaches a third plasma 
state having a third energy higher than the second energy. 
The second source is thereby tWice excited in reaching the 
third plasma state. 
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[0097] The second source, having the third energy, con 
tacts for a time T3 semiconductor substrate W. The second 
source, having the third energy, reacts With atoms of the ?rst 
source to form a layer on semiconductor substrate W. 
Vacuum unit 170 exhausts for a time T4 any non-reacted 
second source and byproducts from process chamber 110. 

[0098] According to the present embodiment, the second 
source is tWice excited and the ?rst source is once excited 
Whereby remote plasma-generating unit may have a rela 
tively reduced scale and volume as compared to that of 
Embodiment 1. Also, reaction ratio reduction, e.g., betWeen 
the sources due to a decreased semiconductor substrate W 
temperature, is alleviated by the increased energy of the 
second source. As a result, apparatus 300 of the present 
embodiment offers improved semiconductor processing ef? 
ciency. 

Embodiment 4 

[0099] FIG. 8 is a How chart illustrating a method of 
processing a semiconductor substrate in accordance With a 
fourth embodiment of the present invention. 

[0100] In step S110 of FIG. 8, a source for processing a 
semiconductor substrate is excited into a ?rst plasma state 
having a ?rst energy. In step S120, the source having the ?rst 
energy is provided to a process chamber. In step S130, the 
source having the ?rst energy in the process chamber is 
excited into a second plasma state having a second energy 
higher than the ?rst energy. In step S140, the source having 
the second energy is applied to a surface of the semicon 
ductor substrate to process the semiconductor substrate. 

[0101] The method of the present embodiment may be 
employed in a deposition process, an etching process, an 
ashing process, a photolithography process, a polishing 
process, and the like. Particularly, the method of the present 
embodiment may be employed in a plasma-enhanced chemi 
cal vapor deposition (PE-CVD) process, an atomic layer 
deposition (ALD) process, a chemically etching process, an 
etching process using ions, an etching process using ion 
collisions and side protection layers. 

[0102] The source may include at least one gas. Also, the 
source may be diversely selected in accordance With various 
semiconductor substrate processes. For example, to form a 
silicon oxide layer on the semiconductor substrate, a silane 
(SiH4) gas and an oxygen (O2) gas may be selected as the 
source. To form a titanium layer on the semiconductor 
substrate, a TiCl4 gas and a hydrogen (H2) gas may be 
selected as the source. To form a titanium nitride layer on the 
semiconductor substrate, a TiCl4 gas and an NH 4 gas may be 
selected as the source. To form a tungsten layer on the 
semiconductor substrate, a WF6 gas and a hydrogen gas may 
be selected as the source. Also, to ash a photoresist ?lm on 
the semiconductor substrate, an oxygen gas may be selected 
as the source. 

[0103] Particularly, in step S110, the source may be 
excited into the ?rst plasma state having the ?rst energy 
using a remote plasma-generating unit. The remote plasma 
generating unit applies, for example, microWave energy to 
the source to excite the source into the ?rst plasma state 
having the ?rst energy, e.g., microWave energy having about 
2 kW to about 2.8 kW and a frequency of about 0.05 GHZ 
to about 2.45 GHZ. Also, When the source includes at least 
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tWo gases, the gases may be sequentially provided to the 
remote plasma-generating unit. 

[0104] Other energy sources, as Well as a microwave 
source, may be used to excite the source into the ?rst plasma 
state having the ?rst energy as Will be appreciated by those 
persons of skill in the art. 

[0105] In step S120, the source having the ?rst energy is 
provided, e.g., from outside the process chamber, to inside 
of the process chamber. 

[0106] In step S130, the source having the ?rst energy is 
excited into the second plasma state having the second 
energy using, for example, a direct plasma-generating unit. 
The direct plasma-generating unit applies, for example, RF 
energy to the source and excites the source into a second 
plasma state having the second energy. The RF energy may 
have about 50 W to about 2,000 W at a frequency of about 
0.05 MHZ to about 13.56 MHZ. Other devices, e.g., as Well 
as an RF energy device, may be used to excite the source 
into the second plasma state as Will be appreciated by those 
skilled in the art. 

[0107] In step S140, the source having the second energy 
contacts the surface of the semiconductor substrate in pro 
cessing the semiconductor substrate. The semiconductor 
substrate is heated to a temperature of beloW about 600° C. 
When the semiconductor substrate is heated at a temperature 
of no less than about 600° C., a layer on the semiconductor 
substrate can deteriorate due to high thermal energy. The 
deteriorated layer may be undesirably deformed in a fol 
loWing process. Accordingly, the semiconductor substrate 
has preferably a loWer temperature during processing. HoW 
ever, When the semiconductor substrate is heated at a tem 
perature of beloW about 150° C., a reaction ratio of the 
source may be reduced. As a result, the semiconductor 
substrate is heated preferably at a temperature of about 150° 
C. to about 550° C., more preferably about 200° C. to about 
500° C. A processing temperature of the semiconductor 
substrate may be selected by a person skilled in the art in 
accordance With the energy of the source. 

[0108] The process chamber as Well as the semiconductor 
substrate is heated. To suppress heat exchange betWeen the 
process chamber and the semiconductor substrate, the pro 
cess chamber may have a temperature substantially identical 
to that of the semiconductor substrate. 

[0109] Generally, a deposition process using plasma has 
been carried out at a temperature of no less than about 600° 
C. The temperature of the semiconductor substrate corre 
sponds to a processing temperature at Which the deposition 
occurs and the temperature of the semiconductor substrate 
has a great in?uence on characteristics of a layer. 

[0110] According to embodiments of the present embodi 
ment, the temperature of the semiconductor substrate is 
beloW about 600° C. Increased source energy compensates 
for potential reduction of reaction ratio betWeen the sources, 
e.g., due to the decrease of the temperature of the semicon 
ductor substrate. As a result, precise semiconductor substrate 
processing is achieved. 

Embodiment 5 

[0111] FIG. 9 is a How chart illustrating a method of 
processing a semiconductor substrate in accordance With a 
?fth embodiment of the present invention. 
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[0112] In step S210 of FIG. 9, a ?rst source for processing 
a semiconductor substrate is excited into a ?rst plasma state 
having a ?rst energy. In step S215, the ?rst source having the 
?rst energy is provided to a process chamber. In step S220, 
the ?rst source having the ?rst energy in the process cham 
ber is excited into a second plasma state having a second 
energy higher than the ?rst energy. In step S225, the ?rst 
source having the second energy is then applied to a surface 
of the semiconductor substrate to process the semiconductor 
substrate. In step S230, a non-reacted ?rst source and 
byproducts are exhausted from the process chamber. 

[0113] In step S235, a second source for processing the 
semiconductor substrate is excited into a third plasma state 
having a third energy. In step S240, the second source 
having the third energy is provided to the process chamber. 
In step S245, the second source having the third energy is 
excited into a fourth plasma state having a fourth energy 
higher than the third energy. In step S250, the second source 
having the fourth energy is provided to the surface of the 
semiconductor substrate to process the semiconductor sub 
strate. In step S255, a non-reacted second source and 
byproducts are exhausted from the process chamber. The 
above steps S210 to S255 may be repeated as indicated in 
S260. 

[0114] As described above, the second energy is higher 
than the ?rst energy and the fourth energy is higher than the 
third energy. The ?rst energy and the third energy may be 
substantially similar to each other or different from each 
other. Also, the second energy and the fourth energy may be 
substantially similar to each other or different from each 
other. In the present embodiment, the ?rst energy is not 
necessarily related in sequence or magnitude relative to the 
third energy and the fourth energy is not necessarily related 
in sequence or magnitude relative to the second energy. 

[0115] The method of the present embodiment may be 
employed, for example, in a deposition process, an etching 
process, an ashing process, a photolithography process, a 
polishing process, and the like. In the present embodiment, 
the method is exemplarily employed in a deposition process 
for forming a titanium nitride layer by an ALD process. 

[0116] To form the titanium nitride layer on the semicon 
ductor substrate, a TiCl4 gas is used as the ?rst source and 
an NH4 gas is used as the second source. The TiCl4 gas 
having the second energy is applied to the semiconductor 
substrate to absorb TiClx (x=1 to 4) on the semiconductor 
substrate. The semiconductor substrate is heated to a tem 
perature of beloW about 600° C., preferably about 150° C. to 
about 550° C. The temperature of the semiconductor sub 
strate is illustrated and discussed in relation to Embodiment 
1 and need not be further illustrated and discussed here. 

[0117] The NH4 gas having the fourth energy is provided 
to the surface of the semiconductor substrate. The NH4 gas 
is reacted With TiClx (x=1 to 4) to generate an HCl gas. As 
a result, a titanium nitride layer forms on the semiconductor 
substrate. The semiconductor substrate is heated to a tem 
perature of beloW about 600° C., preferably about 150° C. to 
about 550° C. The temperature of the semiconductor sub 
strate is illustrated in Embodiment 1 and need not be further 
detailed here. 

[0118] By repeating steps S210 to S255, a titanium nitride 
layer is formed successively in units of atomic layer. 
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[0119] Increased energies of the ?rst and second sources 
compensate for any reduction of the reaction ratio betWeen 
the ?rst and second sources, e.g., reduced reaction ratio due 
to decreased of the temperature of the semiconductor sub 
strate. In this manner, a semiconductor substrate is precisely 
processed. 

Embodiment 6 

[0120] FIG. 10 is a How chart illustrating a method of 
processing a semiconductor substrate in accordance With a 
sixth embodiment of the present invention. 

[0121] The method of the present embodiment is substan 
tially similar to that in Embodiment 5 except in regard to 
exciting a second source. 

[0122] In FIG. 10, steps S310-330 correspond to steps 
S210-S230 of FIG. 9 as discussed above. In step S335, a 
second source is provided to the process chamber, but not 
excited into a plasma state. 

[0123] In step S340, the second source is excited into a 
third plasma state having a third energy. In step S345, the 
second source having the third energy is applied to the 
surface of the semiconductor substrate to process the semi 
conductor substrate. In step S350, a non-reacted second 
source and byproducts are exhausted from the process 
chamber. In step S355, steps S310 to S350 may be repeat 
edly a selected number of times as desired. 

[0124] The second energy is higher than the ?rst energy 
and the third energy may be loWer than the second energy. 
Here, the third energy may be substantially similar to or 
different from the ?rst energy. In the present embodiment, 
the ?rst energy is not necessarily related in sequence or 
magnitude relative to the third energy. 

[0125] The method of the present embodiment may be 
employed, for example, in a deposition process, an etching 
process, an ashing process, a photolithography process, a 
polishing process, and the like. In the present embodiment, 
the method is exemplarily employed in a deposition process 
for forming a titanium nitride layer by an ALD process. 

[0126] The reduction of the reaction ratio betWeen the ?rst 
and second sources, e.g., due to a decreased temperature of 
the semiconductor substrate, is compensated by an increased 
energy of the ?rst source. Also, poWer used to increase the 
energy of the second source may be reduced relative to that 
of other embodiments. Thus, the remote plasma-generating 
unit may have a reduced scale volume for improved ef? 
ciency. 

Embodiment 7 

[0127] FIG. 11 is a How chart illustrating a method of 
processing a semiconductor substrate in accordance With a 
seventh embodiment of the present invention. 

[0128] The method of the present embodiment is substan 
tially similar to that in Embodiment 5 except in regard to 
exciting a ?rst source. 

[0129] In step S410 of FIG. 11, a ?rst source is provided 
to a process chamber. In step S415, the ?rst source in the 
process chamber is excited into a ?rst plasma state having a 
?rst energy. In step S420, the ?rst source having the ?rst 
energy is applied to a surface of the semiconductor substrate 
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to process the semiconductor substrate. In step S425, a 
non-reacted ?rst source and byproducts are exhausted from 
the process chamber. 

[0130] In step S430, a second source is excited into a 
second plasma state having a second energy. In step S435, 
the second source having the second energy is provided to 
the process chamber. In step S440, the second source having 
the second energy is excited into a third plasma state having 
a third energy. In step S445, the second source having the 
third energy is applied to the surface of the semiconductor 
substrate to process the semiconductor substrate. In step 
S450, a non-reacted second source and byproducts are 
exhausted from the process chamber. The above steps S410 
to S450 are repeated a selected number of times as desired. 

[0131] The second energy may be higher than the ?rst 
energy and the third energy may be loWer than the second 
energy. The third energy may be substantially similar to or 
different from the ?rst energy. In this embodiment, the ?rst 
energy is not necessarily related in sequence or magnitude 
relative to the third energy. 

[0132] The method of the present embodiment may be 
employed, for example, in a deposition process, an etching 
process, an ashing process, a photolithography process, a 
polishing process, and the like. In the present embodiment, 
the method is exemplarily employed in a deposition process 
for forming a titanium nitride layer by an ALD process. 

[0133] Reduced reaction ratio betWeen the ?rst and second 
sources, e.g., due to decreased temperature of the semicon 
ductor substrate, is alleviated by increased energy of the 
second source. PoWer for increasing the energy of the ?rst 
source may be reduced relative to other embodiments and, 
therefore, the remote plasma-generating unit may have a 
reduced scale and volume for improved ef?ciency. 

[0134] According to embodiments of the present inven 
tion, the source for processing the semiconductor substrate 
has increased energy and the semiconductor substrate is 
precisely processed at a relatively loW temperature With 
error ratio in subsequent processes reduced. 

[0135] Also, the poWer for increasing the energy of the 
source may be reduced so that ef?ciency of the process for 
processing the semiconductor substrate may be improved. 

[0136] While embodiments of the present invention have 
been particularly shoWn and described by example, it Will be 
understood by those skilled in the art that various changes in 
form and details may be made therein Without departing 
from the spirit and scope of the invention as de?ned by the 
appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 

1. A method of processing a substrate comprising: 

providing a source in a ?rst plasma state having a ?rst 
energy to a process chamber; 

exciting the source having the ?rst energy in the process 
chamber into a second plasma state having a second 
energy higher than the ?rst energy; and 

applying the source having the second energy to the 
substrate. 

2. The method of claim 1 Wherein the process chamber is 
maintained at a temperature beloW about 600° C. 

3. The method of claim 2 Wherein the process chamber is 
maintained at a temperature of about 200° C. to about 500° 
C. 




